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Oil demand from road freight transport is projected to grow by 5mn barrels per day by 2050 in the 
absence of any policy action – according to a report from the International Energy Agency (IEA). Such 
a rise, from 17mn barrels per day today to 22mn barrels, would account for around 40% of the 
predicted increase in global oil demand in that period. 
 
The report, The Future of Trucks: Implications for energy and the environment, indicates that this 
increase could add to demand from a sector that has already contributed 40% to global oil demand 
growth since 2000 – outpacing all other sectors. 
 
The IEA says it is ‘critical’ to improve the efficiency of road freight transport to reduce the forecasted 
growth in oil demand, carbon emissions and air pollution over the coming decades. 
 
The report says that freight transport receives far less policy attention than that given to smaller 
vehicles. Just four countries have energy efficiency standards for heavy trucks, compared to 40 
countries that have passenger vehicle standards. 
 
Trucks account for a fifth of global oil demand today – or around 17mn barrels per day – which is 
equivalent to the combined oil production of the US and Canada, according to the IEA. The sector 
also accounts for around half of global diesel use, a third of all transport – related carbon emissions 
and a fifth of NOx emissions. Demand is concentrated in the US, the EU and China, with India close 
behind. 
 
To tackle the problem, the IEA outlines policy pathway that could reduce road freight energy use by 
50% and emissions by 75% by 2050. Measures include improving logistics and routing through GPS; 
using aerodynamic retrofits and low resistance tyres to aid efficiency in existing trucks; using new 
efficiency technologies in new trucks; and using alternative fuels such as natural gas, biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen.  
 
‘For far too long there has been a lack of policy focus on truck fuel efficiency,’ said the IEA’s 
Executive Director Dr. Fatih Birol, commenting on the report. ‘Given they are now the dominant 
driver of global oil demand, the issue can no longer be ignored if we are to meet our energy and 
environment objectives.’ 
 
A separate study from Transport & Environment say that it is possible to completely decarbonise 
road freight and buses by 2050 in the EU and Nordic countries – but that this would mean a 
significant shift in policy with ambitious early action. 
 
The report, Roadmap to climate – friendly land freight and buses in Europe, says that fuel efficiency 
standards for trucks would be single most effective measure to reach decarbonisation. This if 
followed by shifting more road freight onto rail, and improving logistics efficiency. According to T&E 
around 20% of trucks drive around empty, and around 50% are only partially filled. 
 
Electrification in some form, whether through battery electric or E-High ways, would be essential to 
reach zero emissions, say T&E. And using hydrogen and renewable electricity – to – gas or liquid 
fuels could also play a role. 
 
 



Power generated from renewable accounted for a record 35% of Germany’s electricity consumption 
in the first half of 2017, according to research by the Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research 
in Baden – Wurttemberg and the German Association of Energy and Water Industries. 
 
Accounting for 39 TWh, onshore wind power was the most consumed renewable energy source in 
Germany in H1 2017, with a 13% increase seen on the first half of 2016. Offshore wind power saw 
the steepest growth, from around 5 TWh in the first half of 2016 to 8 TWh in the first half of 2017. 
Photovoltaic systems generated 22 TWh of electricity, an increase of 13% and biomass generated 23 
TWh, an increase of 2%. 
 
Looking to Europe as a whole, WindEurope says to total of 6 GW of wind capacity was installed in 
the first half of 2017, with a total of 4.8GW of onshore wind capacity installed heavily around France 
and Germany. 
 
Offshore wind has also seen 18 projects installed in four EU countries, including Germany, the UK, 
Belgium and Finland – a total of 1.3GW.  
 
Despite the 6 GW figure putting Europe on course for a good year for wind installations, 
WindEurope’s Chief Policy Officer, Pierre Tardieu, says that growth in wind capacity is ‘being driven 
by only a handful of markets’. He urges member states to present their National Energy Climate 
Plans to 2030 to get wind investment off the ground more widely in Europe. 
 
 
Construction has stopped on two nuclear reactors at a site in the south – eastern US state of South 
Carolina following delays, rising costs and the bankruptcy of the plant manufacturer Westinghouse. 
 
The utilities that co – own the project, South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G) at 55% and the state – 
owned Santee Cooper at 45% said that the decision to halt the construction of the VC Summer 2 and 
3 reactors would save customers around $7bn in costs that otherwise would have been needed to 
complete the project. 
 
Santee Cooper said it decided to suspend the project after receiving cost data and a completion 
schedule from Westinghouse and its subcontractor Fluor Corporation, which indicated the reactors 
would not be completed until 2022 and 2024 – four years after the previous estimate. 
 
The cost of the project for Santee Cooper had increased from a 2015 estimate of $6.2bn, to $8bn, 
plus $3.4bn in interest. The company has said that it had already spent $4.7bn on its 45% of the 
project. Its President and CEO Lonnie Carter said: ‘We simply cannot ask our customers to pay for a 
project that has become uneconomical. And even though suspending construction is the best option 
for them, we are disappointed that our contractor has failed to meet its obligations and put Santee 
Cooper and our customers in this situation.’ 
 
Another two AP1000 Westinghouse reactors in the south – eastern US a Plant Vogtle in Georgia are 
also facing problems. At the time of writing a decision from the utility Georgia Power, the majority 
owner, on whether to recommend continuing with the 66% completed project is expected by the 
time this magazine is printed. 
 
Georgia Power has estimated that between an additional $1bn – 1.7bn would be needed above the 
original budget to complete the two reactors, which were scheduled for completion by 2022 and 
2023. Georgia Power says it would cost $6.3bn to cancel the project. 
 



These plants – some of the first to have begun construction in the US in a number of decades – are 
facing a market that is substantially different to when they were ordered – with lower – than – 
forecast demand, cheaper gas and increasingly competitive renewable energy. Several existing 
nuclear plants in the US, including the infamous Three Mile Island, are set to close early with their 
operators indicating that they are unprofitable in the current US energy system. 
 
Elsewhere in the world of nuclear, the final reactor vessel and steam generators have been installed 
at the UAE’s Barakah nuclear power plant, which comprises four Korean – Designed APR1400 
reactors. This means the fourth unit in now over 50% complete, and the overall project over 80% 
complete, reports World Nuclear News. 
 
In China, the fourth unit of the Fuqing nuclear power plant in the Fujjan province has been 
connected to the grid. The 1GW unit is the country’s 37th operational reactor. And in Pakistan, the 
country’s fifth reactor, Chashma 4, has been connected to the grid. 
 
The US President Donald Trump has signed an executive order to fast – track federal infrastructure 
projects by allowing developers to skip consideration of climate change and flooding risk when 
planning projects.  
 
The order would reverse Obama legislation which required the recipients of federal funds to factor 
in risks related to flooding. 
 
The widely reported news follows that head of the US Environmental Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt, 
pushing to revise further Obama legislation to limit water pollution from coal – fired power plants. 
Pruitt wrote to the US Water Act. Group and US Small Business Administration indicating his 
intentions. The revision would see 2015 guidelines mandating increased treatment for wastewater 
from coal plants revised.  
 
In early August, the Trump administration sent a letter to the UN expressing its intention to leave 
the Paris Agreement in writing. While, under the terms of the agreement, the US cannot formally 
notify the UN till 2019, the letter indicates its intention to leave only the Paris Agreement, and not 
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change entirely – which would have been a 
much more dramatic move.  
 
Nevertheless, a media release from the White House says that the US will continue to participate in 
international climate change negotiations. No nation can officially leave the Paris Agreement until 
November 2020 – the time of the next US Election. 
 
 
The US will account for 40% of the world’s new gas production brought online to the year 2022 due 
to the continuing ‘remarkable’ growth of its domestic shale gas industry, according to the latest five 
– year forecast from the International Energy Agency (IEA). 
 
The IEA estimates that, by 2022, US production will be over a fifth of global gas output, at 890bn 
cubic metres (bcm). The US is currently both the world’s largest producer and consumer of gas.  
 
The forecasted increase in production is due to US shale gas producers increasing efficiency and 
producing more gas with fewer rigs, even at low price levels. The IEA says that, for example, 
production from the US Marcellus field, one of the world’s largest, will increase by 45% between 
2016 and 2022. 
 



Despite US domestic demand growing due to higher levels of industrial consumption, more than half 
of the country’s production increase will be turned into liquefied natural gas (LNG) for export. By 
2022 the US could challenge Australia and Qatar to become the leader LNG exporters, says the IEA. 
 
‘The US shale revolution shows no sign of running out of steam and its effects are now amplified by a 
second revolution of rising LNG supplies,’ said Dr Fatih Birol, the IEA’s Executive Director. ‘Also the 
rising number of LNG consuming countries, from 15 in 2005 to 39 this year, shows that LNG attracts 
many new customers, especially in the emerging world.’ 
 
LNG prices have dropped as more liquefaction capacity comes online in an already well – supplied 
market. The IEA says that the introduction of more US LNG will challenge traditional business models 
and suppliers in the international gas market. Consumers could benefit from new competition with 
pipeline supplies, says the IEA. 
 
The IEA report, Gas 2017, also notes that industry is surpassing the power sector as the largest 
source of gas demand growth. 
 
Global gas demand is expected to grow by 1.6% a year for the next five years according to the 
analysis, with consumption reaching around 4,000 bcm by 2022, up from 3,630 bcm in 2016. China 
will account for 40% of this growth. 
 
The federal US Energy Information Administration says that US LNG exports will quadruple this year 
compared to 2016. A report from the agency says that exports are expected to average 1.9bn cubic 
feet (bcf) per day in 2017, compared to 0.5bcf per day 2016. It says that this will rise to 2.8bcf per 
day in 2018 as new LNG facilities come online. 
 

 The IEA also recently released its 2017 World Energy Investment report, launched at the 
Energy Institute, which found that global energy investment fell by 12% in 2016, to $1.7tn, 
or 2.2% of global GDP. This marks the second consecutive year of decline, which the IEA says 
is due to a continued drop in upstream oil and gas spending. This was not offset by an 
increase in spending on energy efficiency and electricity networks. The share of clean energy 
spending reached 43% of total supply investment – a record high. 

 
Jobs boom predicted for Indian wind and solar 
More than 300,000 workers look set to be directly employed in wind and solar jobs in India by 2022, 
and a total of one million employment opportunities could result from the country’s ambitious clean 
energy goals, a study by the US Council on Energy, Environment and Water (CEEW) and the Natural 
Resources Defence Council (NRDC) has found. 
 
India’s clean energy goals include installing 160GW of renewable power by 2022, and CEEW and 
NRDC predict that India’s labour – intensive rooftop solar industry will employ 70% of the new 
workforce. 
 
The study, titled Greening India’s Workforce: Gearing Up For Expansion of Solar and Wind Power in 
India, estimates that India’s clean energy goals have the potential to put around 35,000 people to 
work in wind power, $7,000 in utility solar, and 238,000 in rooftop solar jobs over the next five 
years. 
 
Solar jobs are expected to be well distributed across areas of India, including Maharashtra and Uttar 
Pradesh, with wind – based jobs likely concentrated just in those states that have high wind 
potential. 



 
Neeraj Kuldeep, Programme Associate at CEEW, said: ‘80% of the new clean energy workforce will 
be employed during the construction phase. However, despite these being contractual jobs, the 
large pipeline of renewable energy projects creates enough opportunities for workers to stay 
employed.’ 
 
The UK government recently published a clean air strategy that proposes a ban on the sale of new 
petrol and diesel vehicles by 2040, following hot on the heels of a similar initiative in France. 
 
The UK plan for tackling roadside nitrogen dioxide concentrations produced by Defra and the 
Department for Transport outlines how councils with the worst levels of air pollution at busy road 
junctions and hotspots must take robust action. The announcement is focused on delivering nitrogen 
dioxide compliance at the roadside in the shortest amount of time. This is one part of the 
government’s programme to deliver clean air next year it will publish a comprehensive Clean Air 
Strategy which will address other sources of air pollution. 
 
Air quality in the UK has been improving significantly in recent decades, with reductions in emissions 
of all of the key pollutants, and NO2 levels down by half in the last 15 years. 
 
Despite this, an analysis of over 1,800 of Britain’s major roads show that a small number of these – 
81 or 4% - are due to breach legal pollution limits for NO2, with 33 of these outside London. To 
accelerate action local areas will be asked to produce initial plans within eight months and final plans 
by the end of next year. The government will help towns and cities by providing £255mn to 
implement their plans, in addition to the £2.7bn it is already investing. 
 
The UK is one of 17EU countries breaching annual targets for NO2, a problem which has been made 
worse by the failure of the European testing regime for vehicle emissions. 
 
Transport Secretary Chris Grayling commented: ‘We are determined to deliver a green revolution in 
transport and reduce pollution in our towns and cities. We are taking bold action and want nearly 
every car and can on UK roads to be zero emission by 2050 which is why we’ve committed to 
investing more than £600mn in the development, manufacture and use of ultra – low emission 
vehicles by 2020. Today we commit £100mn towards new low emission buses and retrofitting older 
buses with cleaner engines. We are also putting forward proposals for van drivers to have the right 
to use heavier vehicles if they are electric or gas powered, making it easier for businesses to opt for 
cleaner commercial vehicles.’ 
 
The UK’s Petrol, Retailers Association (PRA)cautiously welcomed the ‘pragmatic steps’ announced by 
Rt Hon Micheal Gove MP, the newly installed Secretary of State at the Department of Environment, 
Rural Affairs and Food (DEFRA), noting that the strategy does not: 
 

 Impose a blanket ban on diesel vehicles across cities and towns: 

 Introduce an unattractive diesel scrappage scheme; 

 Allow unfair penalties to be imposed on diesel drivers by local authorities; or 

 Apply to large vans, HGVs, motorbikes, tractors and other off – the – road equipment. 
 
Brian Madderson, PRA Chairman, commented: ‘We cautious that the ban on sales of new petroal 
and diesel cars from 2040 will require massive financial commitment from government, 
manufacturers and consumers, without crippling the UK’s economy. Currently public transport 
infrastructure and service in under huge stress, and so a very high proportion of workers commute 



to their workplace by car. The consumer’s appetite for electric vehicles (EVs) and financial capability 
to switch must be considered limited.’ 
 
He continued: ‘The *recent+ warning issued by the National Grid that there would be insufficient 
electricity capacity to refuel EVs if there was sustained surge in demand, must be taken into account 
be government in their strategic planning for energy resilience. In the longer term, the Treasury 
stands to lose up to £20bn of fuel duty and VAT tax income every year if retail sales of petrol and 
diesel evaporate. What are their plans for replacing this significant contributor to the national 
budget? Are EVs suddenly going to bear the brunt of the shortfall?’ 
 
‘The government also has a responsibility to ensure that the performance criteria promoted by 
competing EV manufactures is absolutely fair and correct to protect consumers as they consider 
switching vehicle types. This particularly refers to speed and mileage claims between recharges. 
Finally, the alternative merits of hydrogen fuel cell technology must continue to be properly 
encouraged.’ 
 
Bangladesh focusing on LNG growth 
Bangladesh’s state owned oil company PetroBangla recently signed its first LNG import deal, for the 
supply of 2.5mn t/y over 15 years, with Qatar’s RasGas, marking the country’s official entrance into 
the LNG buyers’ club. The deal should alleviate some of Bangladesh’s supply shortage, but is a far cry 
from its LNG ambitions, according to market analyst Wood Mackenzie, which forecasts a more 
moderate LNG requirement of over 8mn t/y by next decade. 
 
The government currently estimates LNG demand at over 700mn cf/d. However, due to the lack of 
domestic gas production, the government has stopped building gas pipelines and has been 
promoting the use of LPG in residential and commercial areas over the past few years. 
 
On the other hand, while gas prices to all sectors have already increased twice in 2017 and are 
averaging at around $3/mn Btu, it still falls short of international LNG prices, making it attractive for 
both retail and commercial users. Currently, there is also no firm plan on gas price renationalisation. 
 
These factors make the LNG import situation for Bangladesh more pressing, states Wood Mackenzie. 
 
PetroBangla is in talks with various parties for both long – term and more flexible options for spot 
LNG deliveries, In June, it signed an agreement with AOT to supply up to 1.75mn tonnes of LNG. 
However, the deal is still under discussion and will be a part of its spot procurement strategy. 
 
Conversations with key stakeholders indicate that the Moheskhali FSRU, which will support its first 
LNG imports, remains on schedule to begin by the end of 2018. The onshore gas pipeline connecting 
the FSRU from Cox’s Bazar to the main demand centre in Chittagong has also been completed. 
 
Plans are also under way to build a subsea pipeline from Moheskhali Island to the mainland gas 
valve. A $180mn financing package with excelerate for the Moheskhali FSRU has also been 
concluded. 
 
With plans for another 17mn t/y of planned regas capacity via FSRUs and an onshore LNG terminal, 
the government is clearly supporting LNG supply growth. Already, private capital is being attracted 
to this sector with the involvement of Summit Power, Reliance Power and Petronet who are looking 
to invest in these terminals. 
 



Wood Mackenzie expects more upside to Bangladesh’s LNG demand, particularly if the 1.5mn t/y 
Indian piped gas import gets delayed or cancelled, and if its coal – fired power plants do not come 
online as planned. 
 
The European Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD) is planning to lend up to $100mn to 
Lukoil Overseas Shah Deniz, a wholly -  owned subsidiary of Russia’s Lukoil, helping it take part in 
developing Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz gas field. This investment is a rare EBRD financing of a Russian 
company. Since Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014, the bank has refused to take on new clients 
in Russia. Lukoil, however, had an established relationship, writes Keith Nuthall. 
 
Lukoil currently holds a 10% stake in the Shah Deniz natural gas field, whose development is 
managed by BP. Assuming the EBRD board backs the plan, the money would help Lukoil install two 
additional bridge – linked offshore gas platforms, 26 subsea wells, 500 km of subsea pipelines, and 
expand its gas plant at the Sangachal terminal, south of the Azeri capital Baku. The total cost of this 
work is estimated at $400mn.  
 
At the same time, the EBRD is developing a possible $500mn finance package to help build the Trans 
– Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP), which would carry Azeri gas across Turkey between its 
borders with Georgia and Greece. The money would be lent to the Azerbaijan government – 
controlled Southern Gas Corridor Closed Joint Stock Company, which owns 58% of the pipeline 
operator TANAP. The pipeline is already under construction. 
 
 
BP recently announced that the Juniper field in Trinidad and Persephone project in Australia have 
come onstream, following the start – ups earlier this year of the first phase of the West Nile Delta 
development in Egypt, the Trinidad Onshore Compression (TROC) project and the Quad 204 
redevelopment in the UK. A further two projects the first phase of the Khazzan tight gas 
development in Oman and development of the Zohr gas field offshore Egypt – are expected to begin 
production before the end of the year. 
 
Bob Dudley, BP Group Chief Executive said: ‘This is a significant year for BP and, with five of our 
seven planned major projects now onstream, delivery of our plan is firmly on track. This year’s 
projects will deliver a key part of the 800,000 boe/d production from new projects that we expect by 
the end of the decade. Importantly, these new projects, with their lower development costs and 
higher margins, also further improve BP’s resilience to the price environment.’ 
 
Juniper is the largest new project to start up in Trinidad for several years and BP’s first subsea field 
development in the country. It is expected to boost BP Trinidad and Tobago’s gas production 
capacity by around 590mn cf/d. The development produces gas from the Corallita and Lantana fields 
via the new Juniper Platform, 
 
Located 80km off the south – east coast of Trinidad in water approximately 110 metres deep. Gas 
then flows to the Mahogany B hub via a new 10km flow line. Juniper is BPTT’s 14th offshore platform 
in Trinidad. 
 
In June, BPTT announced that it had sanctioned development of the Angelin gas field, which is 
expected to start production in late 2019. BPTT also announced two significant gas discoveries with 
the Savannah and Macadamia exploration wells, offshore Trinidad. The results of these wells have 
unlocked approximately 2tn cf of gas in place in underpin new developments in these areas. 
 



According to BP’s regional president for Trinidad and Tobago, Norman Christie: ‘Trinidad and Tobago 
have seen a gas shortfall since about 2011. There has not been enough gas to meet the islands’ 
needs for both LNG production and to feed the petrochemical plants. Our new TROC and Juniper 
projects start to reverse the situation – they won’t completely eliminate the shortfalls but 
significantly mitigate them.’ 
 
He continued: ‘Years of effort and negotiation have also come to fruition this year with the 
completion of a new sales agreement with the National Gas Company (NGC), updating one that has 
been in existence for 20 years. On the margins side, this new agreement recognises the need to 
incentivise the upstream – with some different pricing structures – while making sure that the 
works’. 
 
‘There is some more flexibility now about how much gas will go for export, depending on prices and 
markets, but in future, as a rule of thumb, the split between domestic and export will be around half 
and half.’ 
 
Meanwhile, the Presephone project off the coast of Western Australia is operated by Woodside 
Energy and is part of the North West Shelf Project joint venture. The development comprises two 
subsea wells tied back to the existing North Rankin complex by a 7km flowline. Located about 140km 
north – west of Karratha, Western Australia, in water depths of around 125 metres, at peak 
production the project is expected to produce around 48mn cf/d of gas net for BP. Bp holds a 
16.67% interest in Presephone. 
 
 
 


